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UCI Brain sends out a monthly digest of upcoming brain related events, news and positions from units across campus. Check out the complete event calendar and submit your event.

Upcoming Virtual Events

**CNLM Virtual Colloquium with Julian F. Thayer, Ph.D.**
Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory

**Why Should Cognitive Neuroscientists Care About the Vagus Nerve?: A Neurovisceral Integration Perspective**

September 29, 2020
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

CNLM Virtual Colloquium with Julian F. Thayer, Ph.D., a Distinguished Professor in the Department of Psychological Science at UCI. Learn More

**NextGen Epilepsy Seminars - Lauren Lau**
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, School of Medicine

October 1, 2020
10:00 am - 11:00 am

Lauren Lau, PhD, a postdoc in Kevin Staley's lab at Harvard / Mass General, will present her latest epilepsy-related research. This event is part of the NextGen Epilepsy Seminar Series which features postdocs and graduate students. Learn More

**Facebook LIVE Q&A: Can you change your genes and risk for brain diseases? with Dr. Marcelo Wood**
Institute for Memory Impairments and Neurological Disorders

October 2, 2020
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

The Chair of the department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Marcelo Wood, Ph.D., will answer questions about genes and brain disease risk during this live broadcast. Learn More
CNLM Virtual Colloquium with Dr. Judith F. Kroll
Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory

October 6, 2020
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

Join the Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory for the virtual event where Dr. Kroll, from the Department of Language Science, will be presenting her research on the consequences of bilingualism for the mind and the brain. Learn More

NextGen Epilepsy Seminars – Eda Erata
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, School of Medicine

October 15, 2020
10:00 am - 11:00 am

Eda Erata a Graduate Student in Scott Soderling's lab at Duke University, will present her latest epilepsy-related research. This event is part of the NextGen Epilepsy Seminar Series which features postdocs and graduate students. Learn More

David Henshall, Ph.D.  Epilepsy Research Center

October 20, 2020
10:00 am - 11:00 am

Dr. David Henshall is a professor in the department of molecular physiology and neuroscience in the Royal College of Surgeons (RCSI) in Ireland. He is one of the speakers in the 2020/21 EpiCenter Seminar Series. Learn More

CNLM Virtual Colloquium with Dr. Kate M. Wassum
Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory

October 27, 2020
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

Join the Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory in a virtual colloquium with Kate Wassum, Ph.D., from UCLA, who will be presenting her latest research on amygdala-cortical circuitry in reward learning and pursuit. Learn More
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Aaron Bornstein Receives Brain & Behavior Research Foundation Grant
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In the News

8 Top Tips for Preventing Alzheimer's Disease
September 22, 2020

Unlocking Mysteries of the Bilingual Mind
September 3, 2020

Did You Know That Hormones and Sleep Can Affect Your Memory?
September 3, 2020

UCI Podcast: Amal Alachkar Discusses Reestablishing her Career in Neuroscience at UCI After Fleeing Syria
September 2, 2020

Online Brain Games Show Learning Ability in One Area Can Predict Performance in Another
September 1, 2020

New Positions

The UCI Brain community is hiring. Below are a few of the open positions at UCI. Visit our website to view all positions and to submit your open position for inclusion on our website.

Faculty Position:

Health Sciences Clinical Instructor – Neurology
School of Medicine – Neurology
Final Date: June 30, 2021
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Postdoctoral Fellows / Project Scientists Positions:

Postdoctoral Scholar Series – Sajjadi Laboratory
School of Medicine – Neurology
Final Date: June 30, 2021

Postdoctoral Scholar Series – Open Positions
Department of Neurobiology & Behavior
Final Date: June 30, 2021

Research Staff Positions:

Preclinical and Translational Imaging Center MRI Technician
Department of Pediatrics
Open until filled

Nurse Practitioner II
Neurology
Open until filled
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